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Social Engagement of Undergraduates:
!"#$%&"'(#$%)*'+
An important component of
undergraduate education is the
extent to which students en‑
gage with others, the campus
!"#$%&'#()*%&()%!"#%+,--.,()‑
ing community (Astin, 194;
Pascarella & Terenzini, 2005).
/01#-#(!% !$2#+% .3% #(4&4#5#(!%
may include academic engage‑
ment, community engagement,
and social engagement. This
6-0#3% #728.-#+% )01#-#(9#+% 0(%
students’ social engagement,
:0!"%+2#90;9%&'#(!0.(%40<#(%!.%
)01#-#(9#+%6$%!$2#%.3%&9&)#509%
major, with the assumption that
)#5&()+%.(%+!,)#(!+=%&<&08&68#%
!05#% 3.-% +.90&8% &9!0<0!0#+% 5&$%
)01#-%&99.-)0(4%!.%!"#0-%5&>.-+?%
@2#90;9&88$*% ).% +!,)#(!+% :".%
major in Science, Technology,
Engineering, and Mathemat‑
09+%A@BCDE%;#8)+%2&-!0902&!#%0(%
+.90&8% &9!0<0!0#+% 8#++% 3-#F,#(!8$%
than students in non‑STEM
5&>.-+G%/01#-#(9#+%6$%4#()#-*%
race, and ethnicity are also ex‑
plored.
H(% IJKJ*% &(% .(80(#% +,-<#$% :&+%
administered by Project STEP‑
UP to undergraduate students
at nine large, public, research
,(0<#-+0!0#+?% L3% !"#% +!,)#(!+%
:".% -#+2.()#)% !.% !"#% +,-<#$*%
K*MMK% 9.528#!#)% !"#% +,-<#$?%
Students were asked to re‑

+2.()% !.% F,#+!0.(+% -#4&-)0(4%
their pre‑college and college Casey George‑Jackson, Ph.D.
experiences, post‑college plans,
Project Director
and experiences within their %%C-09&%O&-:#88
majors. This brief focuses on
Research Assistant
summarizing the results of the %%/#-#V%O.,+!.(
8#<#8%.3%+.90&8%#(4&4#5#(!%!"&!%
Research Assistant
students report while enrolled
0(% 9.88#4#?% B"#% +2#90;9% F,#+‑
majority students and under‑
tions asked were:
represented minority students
N%%%O.:%.P#(%"&<#%$.,%2&-!090‑ A#?4?*%U8&9V*%W&!0(.+*%&()%R&!0<#%
2&!#)%0(%#<#(!+%+2.(+.-#)%6$%&% X5#-09&(+E?%B"#%;()0(4+%+,5‑
marized below are drawn from
fraternity or sorority?
N% O.:% .P#(% "&<#% $.,% 2&-‑ 6&+09% )#+9-02!0<#% +!&!0+!09+% &()%
!0902&!#)% 0(% #<#(!+% .3% &9!0<0!0#+% 9-.++T!&6,8&!0.(+?% Y"0T+F,&-#%
+2.(+.-#)%6$%4-.,2+%-#Q#9!0(4% analyses were performed,
where applicable, and statisti‑
your own cultural heritage?
N%%%O.:%.P#(%"&<#%$.,%2&-!090‑ 9&88$% +04(0;9&(!% )01#-#(9#+% &!%
!"#% 2ZJ?J[% 8#<#8% &-#% -#2.-!#)?%
pated in residence halls?
N%%%O.:%.P#(%"&<#%$.,%2&-!090‑ B"#% ;()0(4+% &-#% .-4&(0\#)% 0(%
2&!#)%0(%9.55,(0!$%+#-<09#%.-% !"#% .-)#-% .3% !"#% +,-<#$% F,#+‑
!0.(+%80+!#)%&6.<#?
<.8,(!##-%&9!0<0!0#+G
N%%%O.:%.P#(%"&<#%$.,%2&-!090‑
pated in religious or spiritual Greek‑Sponsored Events
X% +!&!0+!09&88$% +04(0;9&(!% )03‑
&9!0<0!0#+G
ference was found for students
C&9"% F,#+!0.(% :&+% 5#&+,-#)% within STEM by race and eth‑
by a Likert Scale, which includ‑ nicity. 46.3% of Blacks, 17.3%
#)% 2.++068#% &(+:#-+% .3% R#<#-*% of Latinos, and 26.2% of whites
@#8).5*%@.5#!05#+*%LP#(*%&()% 2&-!0902&!#)% 0(% #<#(!+% +2.(‑
S#-$% LP#(?% H(% +.5#% &(&8$+#+*% sored by fraternities or sorori‑
!"#+#% <&8,#+% :#-#% &44-#4&!#)% !0#+% +.5#!05#+*% .P#(*% .-% <#-$%
!.% 9.52&-#% 8.:T8#<#8+% &()% .P#(?%B"#+#%<&8,#+%&-#%9.52&T
"04"T8#<#8+% .3% 2&-!0902&!0.(?% H(%
addition, some comparisons For more information, visit
were made between
http://stepup.education.illinois.edu/
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red to students in non‑STEM: 50% of Blacks, 35.7%
of Latinos, and 33.5% of whites participated in
]-##VT+2.(+.-#)% #<#(!+% &!% !"#% +&5#% -&!#+?% @.%
while Black and white students in STEM and
(.(T@BCD%;#8)+%2&-!0902&!#%0(%]-##VT+2.(+.-#)%
#<#(!+%&!%&22-.705&!#8$%!"#%+&5#%-&!#+*%5&>.-0(4%
0(%@BCD%+##5+%!.%"&<#%&%(#4&!0<#%052&9!%.(%!"#%
3-#F,#(9$% .3% 2&-!0902&!0.(% 0(% ]-##VT+2.(+.-#)%
#<#(!+% 3.-% W&!0(.+?% B"0+% 5&$% 6#% ),#% !.% !05#T
constraints, a preference for participating in
.!"#-% A0?#?*% (.(T]-##VT+2.(+.-#)E% &9!0<0!0#+*% .-%
simple disinterest in Greek life. While majors
5&$% "&<#% &(% 052&9!% .(% W&!0(.+=% 2&-!0902&!0.(%
0(% #<#(!+% .-% &9!0<0!0#+% ".+!#)% 6$% 3-&!#-(0!0#+%

Participate in Greek Events
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&99#++06080!$% .3% ]-##VT+2.(+.-#)% &9!0<0!0#+% &()%
#<#(!+%!.%,()#--#2-#+#(!#)%50(.-0!$%+!,)#(!+%&!%
8&-4#*%2,6809*%-#+#&-9"%,(0<#-+0!0#+?%
Cultural Group Events
Students were asked if they participated in
#<#(!+% -#Q#9!0(4% !"#0-% .:(% 9,8!,-&8% "#-0!&4#?%
/01#-#(9#+%6#!:##(%,()#--#2-#+#(!#)%50(.-0!$%
and majority students were statistically
+04(0;9&(!% :0!"0(% @BCD% 5&>.-+?% ^0!"0(% @BCD*%
49.7% of underrepresented minorities and 13.8%
of majority students participated in these types
.3% #<#(!+% +.5#!05#+*% .P#(*% .-%
<#-$% .P#(?% H(% 9.52&-0+.(*% _`a%
of underrepresented minorities
and 17.9% of majority students in
non‑STEM majors participated
0(% #<#(!+% -#Q#9!0(4% !"#0-% .:(%
9,8!,-#% &!% !"#% +&5#% 8#<#8% .3%
participation (i.e., sometimes,
.P#(*% .-% <#-$% .P#(E?% B"#+#%
)01#-#(9#+%0()09&!#%!"&!%&%4-#&!#-%
percentage of underrepresented
+!,)#(!+% 0(% (.(T@BCD% ;#8)+%
2&-!0902&!#% 0(% 9,8!,-&8% #<#(!+%
-#Q#9!0(4% !"#0-% .:(% "#-0!&4#*%
compared to underrepresented
+!,)#(!+%0(%!"#%@BCD%;#8)+?
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B"#% )01#-#(9#+% )#!#9!#)% 0(% !"#%
analysis may be in part due to
increased social networking
opportunities
within
non‑
STEM majors with other
underrepresented students of

This material is based upon work supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant No. 0856309.
Any opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations expressed in this material are those of the
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Participate in Own Cultural Group Events
A@.5#!05#+*%L3!#(%.-%S#-$%L3!#(E
Majority Students
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9.8.-*% % 40<#(% !"#% 0(9-#&+#)%
number of other students
of colors within these types
of majors, as compared to
STEM majors. A number of
student‑based organizations
!"&!%+#-<#%+!,)#(!+%.3%9.8.-*%
such as National Society for
Black Engineers (NSBE) or
@.90#!$% .3% O0+2&(09% b-.3#+‑
+0.(&8% C(40(##-+% A@ObCE*%
&-#% .1#-#)% :0!"0(% @BCD%
majors, and the campuses
included in this study fea‑
ture local chapters of these
national
organizations.
O.:#<#-*% !"#+#% 4-.,2+% &-#%
80V#8$% !.% 6#% <0#:#)% 6$% +!,‑
dents as professional de‑
<#8.25#(!% .-4&(0\&!0.(+*%
rather than organizations

Non‑STEM Major

focused solely on or repre‑
senting cultural heritage.
As this is on interpretation
.3% !"#% ;()0(4+*% 3,!,-#% +,-‑
<#$+%.3%.-%3.9,+%4-.,2+%:0!"%
students may explicitly ask
about students’ perceptions
of what types of organiza‑
!0.(+% 5&$% 6#+!% -#Q#9!% !"#0-%
own cultural heritage.
Residence Halls Events
R#7!*%+!,)#(!+=%8#<#8%.3%+.90&8%
engagement through partici‑
2&!0(4% 0(% #<#(!+% +2.(+.-#)%
6$%-#+0)#(9#%"&88+%:&+%0(<#+‑
tigated. Within STEM ma‑
>.-+*% !"#% )01#-#(9#+% 3.,()%
between men and women’s

Participate in Residence Hall Events
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8#<#8+% .3% 2&-!0902&!0.(% :#-#% +!&!0+!09&88$% +04(0;‑ 0!$%+!,)#(!+?%D.-#%+2#90;9&88$*%``?`a%.3%U8&9V+*%
cant. Within STEM majors, 37.6% of men some‑ 16.9% of Latinos, 17% of Asians, and 17.3% of
!05#+% .-% .P#(% 2&-!0902&!#)% 0(% +,9"% #<#(!+*% &+% :"0!#+%2&-!0902&!#%0(%-#+0)#(9#%"&88%&9!0<0!0#+%.3‑
compared to 46.8% of women. An additional 6% !#(%.-%<#-$%.P#(?%
of men and women who majored in STEM partic‑
02&!#)%0(%-#+0)#(9#%"&88%#<#(!+%<#-$%.P#(?%^0!"‑ A logical next step in exploring students’ social
in non‑STEM majors, 38.8% of men and 44.3% of #(4&4#5#(!% !"-.,4"% -#+0)#(9#% "&88% &9!0<0!0#+%
:.5#(%+.5#!05#+%.-%.P#(%2&-!0902&!#)%0(%-#+0‑ would be to examine students’ actions accord‑
)#(9#%"&88%#<#(!+?%H(!#-#+!0(48$*%KJ?ca%.3%:.5#(% 0(4% !.% :"#-#% !"#0-% 80<0(4% +0!,&!0.(% ),-0(4% 9.8‑
in non‑STEM
lege, includ‑
majors par‑
ing whether
Participate
in
Community
Service
or
ticipated in
or not they
+,9"% #<#(!+%
participate
Volunteer Efforts
<#-$% .P#(*% &+%
0(% &% 80<0(4%
compared to
learning
L3!#(
S#-$%L3!#(
3.7% of men
com m u n i t y.
in non‑STEM, 50%
These types
as well as 45%
of
residen‑
their STEM 40%
tial programs
counterparts.
are increas‑
35%
Women
in
ingly popu‑
30%
non‑STEM
lar amongst
majors
ap‑ 25%
STEM majors,
pear to par‑ 20%
particularly
ticipate
in 15%
0(% #1.-!+% !.%
r e s i d e n c e 10%
increase tra‑
"&88% #<#(!+% &!%
ditionally un‑
5%
a higher rate
derrepresent‑
0%
than
other
ed students’
Male
Female
Male
Female
students.
sense of be‑
longing and
STEM
Non‑STEM
Examining
social
net‑
)01#-#(9#+% 0(%
work of sup‑
residence hall
port that may
participation by race and ethnicity, by type of 2.+0!0<#8$%052&9!%!"#0-%2#-+0+!#(9#%0(%@BCD?
5&>.-*%:#-#%(.!%3.,()%!.%6#%+!&!0+!09&88$%+04(0;‑
9&(!?%O.:#<#-*%:0!".,!%9.(+0)#-&!0.(%.3%5&>.-*% Community Service
+!&!0+!09&88$% +04(0;9&(!% )01#-#(9#+% :#-#% 3.,()% /01#-#(9#+% 6#!:##(% 5#(% &()% :.5#(=+% +.90&8%
between underrepresented minorities and ma‑ #(4&4#5#(!% !"-.,4"% 9.55,(0!$% +#-<09#% &()%
jority students: 23.8% of underrepresented mi‑ <.8,(!##-%&9!0<0!0#+%:#-#%+!&!0+!09&88$%+04(0;9&(!%
(.-0!0#+% 2&-!0902&!#% 0(% -#+0)#(9#% "&88% &9!0<0!0#+% by gender, for both STEM and non‑STEM ma‑
.P#(%.-%<#-$%.P#(*%9.52&-#)%!.%Kc?`a%.3%5&>.-‑ >.-+?%Kc?_a%.3%5#(%0(%@BCD%5&>.-+%<.8,(!##-%.-
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2&-!&V#% 0(% 9.55,(0!$% +#-<09#%
.P#(*%&+%9.52&-#)%!.%Kd?ea%.3%
men in non‑STEM majors. An
additional 8.8% of men in STEM
and 5.2% of men in non‑STEM
;#8)+% -#2.-!#)% <.8,(!##-0(4%
or participating in community
+#-<09#%<#-$%.P#(?%H(%9.52&-0‑
son, 24.6% of women in STEM
2&-!0902&!#%.P#(*%:"08#%&(.!"#-%
KM?ea%2&-!0902&!#%<#-$%.P#(?%L3%
women in non‑STEM majors,
29% of women participate of‑
ten and another 18.3% partici‑
2&!#% <#-$% .P#(% 0(% 9.55,(0!$%
+#-<09#?% ^.5#(*% -#4&-)8#++% .3%
the type of major they are pur‑
+,0(4*% <.8,(!##-% 0(% 9.55,‑
(0!$% +#-<09#% 2-.>#9!+% 5.-#% .3‑
ten than men. As women tend
to seek out majors that allow
them to nurture and care for
others (Turner & Bowen, 1999),
!"0+%;()0(4%0+%(.!%+,-2-0+0(4%&+%
we would expect similar pref‑
erences to extend to other parts
.3%!"#0-%80<#+%:"08#%0(%9.88#4#?%X%
2.++068#% 3,!,-#% 80(#% .3% 0(F,0-$%
-#4&-)0(4% 9.55,(0!$% +#-<09#%
is to determine how college
students, regardless of gender
.-% 5&>.-*% ;()% .,!% &6.,!% &()%
#(4&4#% 0(% 9.55,(0!$% +#-<09#%
projects.

sented minority groups were
compared to majority groups.
Within STEM, 31.8% of under‑
represented minorities partici‑
pated in religious or spiritual
&9!0<0!0#+%.P#(%.-%<#-$%.P#(*%&+%
compared to 21.2% of majority
students. In comparison, 33.3%
of underrepresented minori‑
ties and 15.1% of majority stu‑
dents in non‑STEM participate
0(%!"#+#%&9!0<0!0#+%.P#(%.-%<#-$%
.P#(?% O.:#<#-*% !"#% )01#-#(9‑
es between racial and ethnic
groups within the non‑STEM
;#8)+%:#-#%(.!%3.,()%!.%6#%+!&‑
!0+!09&88$%+04(0;9&(!?%

groups were then examined
to look more closely at the dif‑
ferences just described. Within
@BCD*% )01#-#(9#+% 6$% -&9#% &()%
ethnicity were statistically sig‑
(0;9&(!?% [`a% .3% U8&9V+*% eI?ca%
of Latinos, 35.5% of Whites,
and 41.8% of Asians partici‑
2&!#)%+.5#!05#+*%.P#(*%.-%<#-$%
.P#(% 0(% -#8040.,+% .-% +20-0!,&8%
&9!0<0!0#+?%X8!".,4"%)01#-#(9#+%
within non‑STEM majors were
(.!%+!&!0+!09&88$%+04(0;9&(!*%c[a%
of Blacks, 28.6% of Latinos,
33.5% of Whites, and 33.3%
of Asians participated in reli‑
40.,+% &()% +20-0!,&8% &9!0<0!0#+%
+.5#!05#+*%.P#(%.-%<#-$%.P#(?%
@2#90;9% -&90&8% &()% #!"(09% Majoring in STEM appears to

Participation in Religious or Spiritual
Activites
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nic groups, both when indi‑
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as well as when underrepre‑
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"&<#% &% +04(0;9&(!% 052&9!% .(%
Black students’ participation in
-#8040.,+% .-% +20-0!,&8% &9!0<0!0#+*%
:"09"% 5&$% 6#% -#Q#9!0<#% .3% !"#%
demands on their time to pur‑
+,#% !"#0-% +!,)0#+?% L(% !"#% .!"#-%
hand, a greater percentage of
Latinos and Asians in STEM
majors participate in religious
.-%+20-0!,&8%&9!0<0!0#+%5.-#%3-#‑
F,#(!8$% !"&(% !"#0-% (.(T@BCD%
9.,(!#-2&-!+?% O.:#<#-*% !"0+%
.6+#-<&!0.(% 5&$6#% 2&-!0&88$%
explained by the small number
of participants who completed
!"#%+,-<#$?

5.)&!#+% !"#% )01#-#(!% 2&'#-(+%
of engagement found by each
group of interest, while also en‑
couraging students who do not
#(4&4#%&+%3-#F,#(!8$%!.%2&-!090‑
2&!#%0(%5.-#%&9!0<0!0#+%.(%!"#0-%
campus. Most importantly, this
study highlights some ways in
which students in STEM may
#72#-0#(9#% 9.88#4#% )01#-#(!8$%
than students who major in
(.(T@BCD%;#8)+?

study presented here, which
will use both baseline and fol‑
low‑up data, is expected to be
released in 2012.
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